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The paper investigates the existence of seasonalities in ex-ante and ex-post
profiY.s from forward speculation in foreign exchange markets. Ex-ante profits
are constructed using a nonparametric recursive technique. Descriptive
statistics and frequency domain methods are used to show that seasonalities
are present and significant in all the time series considered. A model economy
is constructed to show that these findings are not inconsistent with opti-
mization and the absence of arbitrage opportunities. Simulated estimators are
computed for a version of the model using a criterion which minimizes the
distance at seasonal frequencies between simulated and actual time series in
the metric defined by the covariance of the two periodograms.
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1) INTRODUCTION
Efficiency in financial markets ia often identified
either with the inexistence of predictable variations in the
return of assets or with absence of arbitrage trading
strategies which yield nonzero profits. The discovery of
seasonalities or systematic variations in the ex-ante
profits from speculation is therefore troublesome for
certain formulations of the efficient market hypothesis.
Thia paper investigates whether seasonalities exiat in
the ex-ante and the ex-post profits from forward speculation
in foregin exchange markets. Ex-ante profits are constructed
using a nonparametric recursive technique. A bootetrap
algorithm is used to construct the density of linear
forecasts, conditional on the available information aet at
each t. The difference between the mean of the conditional
density of forecasted future spot rateF and the forward rate
is then taken to represent an eatimate of the ex-ante
profíts. The value of the US dollar in terms of six
currencies ( Erench franc, Swiss franc, German mark, Engliah
pound, Canadian dollar and Japanese yeR) are uaed and their
weekly rates are consídered. The paper shows that there are
seasonal variations in ex-ante and ex-post profits for all
the currenciea considered and that the resulta are robust to
changea in the unit of account selected.
This evidence can be interpreted in either of two ways.
If one believe that ex-ante profits from forward speculationz
should be constant, either because agents are risk neutral
or because the time interval is short ( Sims (1984),
Lehman(1987)), then the presence of sPasonal variations in
the ex-ante profits series represent inefficiencies. In
this case, in fact, it is possible to devise arbitrage
trading strategies which yield systematic profits.
Alternatively, one may be led to think that
seasonalities in the ex-ante pr~fits from forward
speculation are the result of seasonal patterns in the
underlying economic structure and that they are not
inconsistent with efficiency.
The second part of the paper presents a monetary
equilibrium model with production where agents are risk
adverse and face exogenous liquidity constraints on their
purchase of goods. The model is similar to the one of
Hodrick (1988) and it has the potential to qualitatively
generate seasonalities in the ex-ante profits from forward
speculation as the result of agents" optimization and of
the specific aesumptions on the shock~ to the primitives of
the model. In this model no arbitragP opportunities exist
despite the presence of seasonalitiea i.n the ex-ante profit
seriea. One version of the model is then estimated using an
"eatimation by simulation" technique (Jngram-Lee(1986)). The
estimated parameters are such that the time series
propertiea of actual and simulated data at seasonal
frequenciea are cloae in the metric given by the covariance
of the two periodograms. Estimatea for the free parameters3
are quite reasonable and much lower than those reported in
Mark (1985) and Prescott-Merha (1985).
The paper is organized as follows: the next section
describes the data and the forecasting procedure . Section 3
demonstrates the existence of seasonal.ities in ex-ante and
ex-post profits and tests for their signíficance. Section 4
introduces a general equilibrium model which can generate
seasonalities in ex-ante profits without implyinq the
existence of arbitrage opportunities. Section 5 providea.
estimates of the free parameters of the model. Section 6
outlines the concluaions. A technical description of the
bootstrap algorithm and of the estimation of the density of
the linear forecasts is contained i.n Appendix A. Some
asymptotic properties for the simulation estimators are
presented in Appendix B.
2) THE DATA, THE MODEL AND THE FORECASTING PROCEDURE.
The data set employed spans an eight years interval,
from the first week of 1979 to the last week of 1987. For
all variables weekly samplings (at Wedneaday) of daily
values are constructed. Spot rates are taken from the New
York market for six different currencies [French franc (FF),
Swiss franc (SF), German mark (DM), English pound (L).
Canadian dollar (CanS), and Japanese yen (Yen)] in terme of
the US dollar. Cross rates in terms of the DM and the Yen
are also computed to check the robustnesa of the results to4
changes in the unit of ineasurement. The forward rates are
arithmetic averages of the bid-ask spread in the New York
market for the same currencies. Interest rates are 13 weeks
Euromarket rates computed as averages of the bid-ask spread.
Ex-post profits from forward speculation as an
annualized percentage of the spot rate on a contract, quoted
at t for execution at tf13, are defined as:
PRt,tt13 - 400~(Stt13 - Ft,tf13)~St (2.1)
Stt13 is the spot rate prevailinq at tf13 and Ft,tt13 is the
forward rate quoted at t for transactions to be delivered at
tt13. Ex-ante profits are similarly defined as:
e-
PRt,tt13 400~(Stt13e - Ft,tf13)~St (2-2)
where the supescript "e" indicates expected values. Since
PRt,ttl3e is not observable, an auxili-ary assumption of how
agents form expectations of the fiiture spot rates is
necessary to make (2.2) operative. There are several way of
proceeding in this case. One is to uae survey data on
expectations of future spot rates as in Dominguez (1986),
Frenkel-Froot (1987), and Ito (1988,b). Another is to assume
that expectationa can be approximated by linear projectíons
on the available information set as in Ito (1988,a), Canova-
Ito (1987) . Finally, one can constriict conditional meana
nonparametrically as in Diebold-Nason (1989),Gallant-Hsieh-
Tauchen (1988).1 This paper adopts a modifies version of
the second approach.5
The forecastinq specification used here is a vector
autoregressive (VAR) model which includes, for each currency
considered, the spot exchange rate and two k-period
Euromarket rates. Although there are other series available
at a weekly frequency, the presumption is that theae
financial variables contain all the information that ia
useful in predicting spot rates because they react more
quickly than any other variable to news.
In formulating the VAR model two basic questions have
to be faced. The first concerns the treatement of trending
variables. The second the lag length of the model. Since the
VAR model is used for prediction and since I adopt the
Bayesian approach of víewing forecasting as the construction
of the posterior conditional distribution of future data
conditional on available data, I follow Sima (1988) and
DeJong-Whiteman (1988) and apecify the VAR model in trend
stationary form.
The choice of the lag length of the model is crucial in
generating forecasta, representing the trade-off between
spanning a larger information aet and producínq less
accurate estimatea for a given a sample aize. It is known
that forecasts from a VAR model are very volatile. But thia
volatility tends to be spurioua and either due to a small
sample bias or to an inadequate treatement of the
nonlinearities of the syatem.
To exemplify theae problems, consider the simpler
problem of generatíng forecasts from the univariate model:6
Yt - f(a'Yt-1) t ut ut ~ (O,o'u) (2.3)
where f is a Borel measurable function Rk --~ R and a is a
kxl vector of parameters. The optimal point forecast of Ytfl
with a quadratic loss is E(Yt~l~ It)-f(a,Yt), where It -
( Xt in L': Xt-g(Yt) for some Borel measurable function g}
is the information set. The variance of the one step ahead
forecast error is o'u. In practical problems two types of
approximations to this optimal predictor are usually taken:
(1) a first order Taylor expansion is constructed with
f(a,Yt)-aYtfet ; et `(O,o't)); where a is a kxl vector.
(2) an estimate of a is used in place of the true value.
With the two approximations the variance of the one
step ahead forecast error from a linear projection model is
d2u}a~t}a~u~Yttl(Y Y)-lYtfl- Here Y-(1,Y1....Yt), the second
term is due to the Taylor approximation, and the last term
is due to parameter uncertainty. The forecast error of a j-
period ahead linear predictor is E~~i~j a2(j-i-1)(o~ufa2t) t
var[(a~-a~7)Yt]. A large amount of parameter uncertaínty or
an inappropriate linear approximation therefore creates a
large sampling error variance. Parameter variability is
large if the inital estimates are based on a small sample
size and declines over time as better estimates are
constructed. In the limit the variance of the forecast error
will contain only the cumulative effect of the innovations
in the model and of the linear approximation.
Bayesian methods are often succesful in dealíng with
this problem. In this paper I try to control and correct for7
the error term due to small sample biases in an alternative
way. Instead of generating point forecasts with an optimally
choaen lag length, I construct the density of recursive
linear projections for each date in the forecasting sample
from an arbitrary choaen length for the VAR model using a
bootatrap algorithm and a kernel eatimator. The conditional
mean of the density 2is then taken to represent Stt13e~
The basic approach is as follows. Usinq a VAR model
where each right hand side variable enters with eight laga,
a trend, and a constant, I eatimate the model over the
period 79,1-80,10. Then I generate a 13-step forecasta for
the exchange rate, and recursively update and forecast for
each of the data pointa up to 87,51. Bootstraping on the
residuals for the period 79,1-80,10, I obtain another aet of
initial estimated coefficients, produce a 13-step ahead
forecasts and repete the recursive updating and forecastinq
procedure starting from theae initial estimates.
Independently drawing 100 bootstrap samples over the period
79,1-80,10, I qenerate 100 independent initial estimates and
100 independent point forecasts for each date in the
forecasting sample. Then, for each of these dates, I
construct the histogram of the linear prediction, provide an
estimate of the density function and compute a measure of
location 3. Detaila on the algorithm appear in appedix A.
The procedure is repeated for each of six VAR models
considered. Figure 1 presents two of theae denaitiea. All
the others have aimilar featurea and are omitted for reason8
of space. From that fiqure it is clear that the densities
for some currenciea and for aeveral t"s tend to be
multimodal and have relatively fat tails. Also, as more data
points are added, the densities tend to get concentrated
around the median 4. For the sake of robustness densities of
the forecasts are alao computed using a multimarket VAR
which includes 11 variables (6 exchange and 5 interest
rates) using the same procedure. The Swiss and the French
interest rates were excluded because collinear with the
other intereat rates in the system. The pictures were very
aimilar to the previoua onea and therefore omitted.
Aa a measure of location one could chose the median or
the conditional mean of the diatribution. For the aix
markets under consideration the two measures are practically
indiatinguishable. In what follows I use the conditional
mean of the denaity of the linear forecasta as a best
approximation to Stt13e~
There are two ways of assess the reasonablenesa of our
eatimatea for the ex-ante profits. One is to see whether ex-
poat and ex-ante profits have similar statiatical
propertiea. Another is to compare it with ex-ante profits
constructed from the multimarket forecasts. Table 1 ahowa
that ex-post and the two measurea of ex-ante profita have in
fact similar statiatical propertiea. For this reason, the
tests of next section concentrate on ex-poat profite and the
sinqle market measure of ex-ante profits.9
3) THE TESTS
In this section I preaent two typea of evidence
concerning the existence of seasonality in profita from
forward speculation. First, I compute weekly meana and
atandard deviations of the variables of intereat. Second, I
calculate the percentage of the variance of the series due
to each seasonal band and teats whether this value ia
significantly different from the percentage which would
appear i n that band i f the process were a white noise. Under.
the null hypothesis that the process ia a white noise, the
ratio of the percentage value of the variance inside and
outside each band is asymptotically F-distributed with
degrees of freedom given by twice the number of periodogram
ordinates inside and outside the band. ( see Canova ( 1988)).
Seasonal banda are defined as amall neighborhooda around the
seasonal frequenciea 9-2np~q, p-1..[q~2], where [.] ia the
largest integer lesa or equal to q~2, q-52. Each band ia
arbitrarily normalized to contain 9 periodogram ordinatea.
Since the interval [O,n] is divided in 520 pointa, under the
null hypothesis of white noise process, each aeasonal band
contains less that 2~; of the total variance. Cumulatively,
seasonals should not aignificantly account for more than SOx
of the variability of the seriea 5
Fiqurea 2 and 3 present an estimated 90 ~ confídence
band for the weekly means of ex-ante and ex-poat profita in
the six different markets when the U. S. dollar is uaed ae
unit of account 6. The band is conatructed uaing10
z it f[ ll~v2 ~Ev o"iv]~ta~2,v-1
where z'it is the mean of xt for week i-1,2...52; 1~v2~Ev
Q iv ia the standard error of the weekly mean, v is the
number of observations for week i in the sample, ta~2,v-1 is
the t-value for the confidence level a and v-1 degrees of
freedom. For ex-ante profits both z"it and o"it depend on
F', the bootatrap denaity of the forecasts. Here o~it
includes the atandard error of the 13 step ahead forecast
error and the standard error due to parameter uncertainty.
Table 2 contains the percentages of the variance in
seasonal bands for ex-ante and ex-post profits which are
siqnificantly different from the ones of a white noise (at
a5.10) and the total variability appearing in seasonal
banda. In order to check the robustness of the results the
same statiatics are computed using the DM and the Yen as
units of account. These are included in tables 3-4.
The evidence from figures 2 and 3 is strong. For ex-
ante profits there are weeks when the return from forward
speculation i s as much as twice the average return over the
entire sample with a standard error of about one half of the
atandard deviation of the average return over the entire
sample ( Table 2 has the overall means and standard errors).
This is true for S~DM, S~FE,and S~SF at the 43rd week, for
the S~L rate at the 48th week, for the Yen,S rate at the
34th week and for the S~canS rate at the 30th week. In each
of these weeka the entire 90~ confidence band lies on one11
aide of zero and it is amalleat in size. Althouqh the
timing is not exact, a similar pattern occurs in the ex-post
profits. For S~M, S~SF and S~FF inarketa the pattern is
remarkedly similar with the weekly meana becoming positive
in the last 12 weeks of the year. For the S~L market the
mean ia positive between the 16th and the 30th week; for the
Yen~S two peaks are present at the 16th and 32nd week. The
S~canS profit series has a pattern similar to the first
three European currencies but leads them in the movementa.
of the weekly meana by about 4 weeks.Since both ex-ante and
ex-post profita show seasonal patterna, the existence of
seasonalitiea in ex-ante profits is not due to the way
exchange rate forecasts were computed.
The evidence emerqinq from tables 2-4 strengthens and
refines the reaulta. The behaviour of the ex-ante profits in
the S~M,SrSF and S,FF inarket is once again similar. Cycles
of 4(9-.5r) and 3.71 ( 9-.5384n) weeks are significant for
these currencies ( and 2.08 weeks (9-.9615n) for S~SF). For
the British pound cycles of 3.71 are also very significant.
For all currencíea the percentaqe of the variance belonqing
to the band centered around cycles of 3.71 weeks is at least
3 or 4 timea the percentage that would appear if the proceas
were a white noise. For the Yen~S ex-ante profits cycles of
17.3 weeks ( 9-.1153n) and for the SrcanS cycles of 4 weeks
are aignificant.
For the ex-post profita, the evidence is even atronger.
In the band centered around cycles of 3.71 weeks the12
percentaqe of the variance in each series except for the
canS~S market exceeda 4~, with peaka at 10-11~ for S~SF and
S~L markets. Theae results are robust and substantially
persist when DM or Yen is uaed to normalize exchange rates.
In concluaion, aeasonalities are preaent in both the
ex-ante and ex-post profits, are a phenomena common to all
markets, are independent of the unit of account chosen and,
in general, correspond to cycles of slightly less than 4
weeks (with the exception of the yen~S ex-ante profita)
The presence of seasonalities in theae variablea poses
several questions. If seasonalities in ex-ante profits
exist, it must be true that the forward rate is not a good
predictor of the (expected) future apot rate at aeasonal
frequencies. The unbiasedness of the forward rate has been
rejected in eeveral studies (Cumby (1988) for references).
It ia often arqued that, apart from measurement errors or
"peso" problems , this result implies either the exiatence
of a riak premium (aee e.g. Hodrick-Srivastava (1984)) or of
unexploited opportunies in each market (see e.g.Frankel
(1982)). One wonders if the extension of theae concluaions
to aeasonal frequencies is warranted. The questions that
naturally emerge are: are there seasonals that agenta are
unaware of or are theae aeasonals the result of a seasonally
varying conditions in the economy? If the latter ia true,
what factors may have generated seasonalities in ex-ante
profite7 Is the maqnitude of these seaeonal profita
consiatent with the magnitude generated by a reaaonable13
parametrization of a general equilibrium model? In the
next two sections I attempt to provide an answer to these
questions.
4) A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OE ANALYSIS
The framework of analyais used in this aection is very
similar to Hodrick (1988). It is a two country, two good,
cash-in-advance (CIA) model. Each country is specialized in
the production of one good. Technologies are linear in
labor:
Yit- aitlit i-1,2 (4.1)
where ait is a productivity ahock. Labor is immobile across
countries and supplied inelastically so that production
choices are trivial. Labor compensation is paid in local
currency. Gooda are storable overniqht but periah if not
conaumed the following period.
Preferences of the agents are assumed to be homothetic
and identical across countriea. The objective function of
the representative conaumer in either country is to maximize
expected lífetime utility qiven by:
Eo Et Bt u(clt.c2t.ut) (4.2)
with O~B~1, where cit is the consumption of good i,i-1,2 and
ut is a preference ehock. The instantaneous utility function
ia asaumed to posaesa all the concavity properties that are14
necessary for the Inada condition to be satisfied. Agents
are endowed with one unit of time each period.
Information relevant for the decisions of the agents is
obtained at the beginning of each period and summarized in
the vector xt. The timing of the model is as follows. At
each t there are three subperiods: the goods market opens
in the first subperiod, the asset market in the third
subperiod and production occurs between the goods and asset
market. Labor compensations are paid at the beginning of the
asset market subperíod and goods are stored overnight to be
offered next period in the qoods market.
Aqents face two cash-in-advance (CIA) constrainta in
purchasíng the consumption goods. They are represented by:
clt 5 Mittl plt
9t c2t S M2ttl~Stplt
(4.3)
(4.4)
Where pit is the purchasing power of currency i, Mit}1~ the
amount of cash balances i acquired in the asset market at
time t by private aqents of either country,i-1,2, 9t the
real term of trade of country 1 defined by 6t- Stplt~p2t and
St the exchange rate of currency 2 in terms of currency 1
In the asset market agents can acquire a variety of
assets subject to the constraint that their purchasea are
limited by their wealth at each t. I assume that aqents do
not isaue private debt, that there are two monies and only
two sets of contingent bonds of maturity k issued by the
governments. Let Bhttl,k(v) be the amount of continqent15
claims issued by qovernment h, purchased by conaumera at
time t, with maturity k, event v and let exp(-rhttl,k(w)) -
Q(~httl,k)rr(~httl,k) be the discount price in terms of
money quoted at t for a k-period contingent bond payable by
government h if v occur. Q(vhttl,k) is the Arrow-Debreu
price at t of a claim of country h with maturity k for event
v and n(vhttl,j) ia the probability that v occurs at ttltk.
The aqents" budget conatraint in the asset market is:
plt (Mlttl } M2tt1 St } Et Blttl,k exp(-rlttl,k)
} Et B2ttl,k eXP(-r2ttl,k)Stl
5 Mltplt } M2tpltslt - O.STlt - O.5T2tBt }
plt ~ Blt-k,k } B2t-k,k St t
Et~ E15n5k-1 Blt-n,k exp(-rltfl,k-n) {
~Elsnsk-1 B2t-n,k exp(-r2tfl,k-n)) Stj) (4.5)
where Tit are lump aum taxes levied by government i on the
repreaentative consumer of each country and paid in the
asset market ~. The term in bracea represents the amount of
bond purchased in the last k-1 periods which have not yet
matured but are sold in the market by agenta. The arbitrage
diacount price of a k-n pertiode, event v bond, iaeued by
goverment h, ia exp(-rht}l,k-n(v))-exp(-rht;l-n,k(v))~exp
(-rhttl-n,n(v)). Here Etghtfl,k exp(-rhttl,k) is qiven by
E~Bht;l k(v) ~ exp(-rht~l k(v))~n(vhttl k).
Aqenta receive their labor compensation betwaen the
gooda and asset marketa which impliea that
Mitplt - ait} (Mit-pit-1 -cit-1) 1-1,2 (4.6)16
with ait-0 if the agent livea in country h, h unequal to i.
The two govermenta purchase an exoqenous amount Ghit of
good i and levy exoqenous taxes Thit on the residenta of
country i subject to the following budget constraint:
Ei(Ghit-Thit)-(EtBhttl,kexp(-rhttl,k)Bht-k,k }Mhtfl-Mht) pht
h-1,2 (4.7)
I assume that Mhtfl is either an exogenous stochastic
proceas or a policy variable correlated with other exogenoua
processes and that the goverments iasue contingent claims to
satisfy theír budget conatraints.
Govermenta are also subject to a CIA constraint in
their purchases of qoods, but not limited in their spending
by previous accumulation of money . Their CIA"s are
Ghit 5 Nhittl- pit h,i-1,2 (4.8)
where Nhittl is the amount of currency i purchased in the
asset market by government h. Government purchases of
domestic and foreiqn currencies in the asset market are
subject to the following constraint:




(Mhit -Mhit-1) is the increment at time t in the money
aupply i made by goverment h. Without loas of qenerality
aseume that the government h can not iesue currency of
country i for i different than h 8.17
The state vector xt íncludes (Cit~ Tit~ Mit~ ait~ ut}-
Let Wit be the financial wealth of agents of country i at t.
The value function for the agent's problem is :
v(w,x) - max [u(c1,~2,u)taf v(w',x')c(x'~x)d~c' (4.11)
icí.Mi-,Bi(v) 1
Letting ijt j-1,..5 be the Lagranqean multipliers associated
with ( 4.3)-(4.6), a first order condition for the agent
problem in each country is:
Ult ' ~4t}flt
U2t -(f5t}~2t)et
~lt - f3t - {4t
}2t ' f3t -~St
{3tpltexp(-rlttl,k(~)) - EtBI(~3tfkpltfk}E15n5k-lf3tfk~
exp(-rltfntl,k-n(~))`plttn) all v (4.12)
f3tp2texp(-r2ttl,j(v)) - EtAk(}3ttkp2t}k}Elsnsk-1 f3t,k~
exp(-r2ttnfl,k-n(v))~p2ttn) all v (4.13)
The transversality condition is given, for each i by:
inf { Bt}k Wittk} " ~ 0 as t -- ~ - (4.14)
The first four equations can be collapsed as followe:
Ultet - U2t (4.15)
The solution to the model can be found uaing ( 4.12),
(4.13), (4.15), and the transversality condition (4.14).
EQUILIBRIUM
An equilibrium for the economy is a set of initial
conditions ( Mio~Bio~pio)~ a vector of exogenous atochastic18
proceases for (ait~Git~Tit~Msittl~ut) and a vector of
endoqenoua atochastic processes for (cit, Mitf14,
Bittl,k(v)) and pricea ( Pit~rittl,k~et1 such that:
a) the two government budget conatraints are satisfied and
the CIA conatraints are satisfied with equality for all t.
b) Given the ínitial conditions, the vector of exogenous
procesaes and prices, agents' choices maximize their utilíty
function subject to their budget constraints.
c) Eh(Chit} Ghit) - ait
Maittl - Eh (Nhitfl } Mhittl)
Bsihttk(~) - Ei Bhittk(v) for
(4.16)
each h,i-1,2; all v
so that market clearing prevails, where the superscript "s"
índícates aupply.
In a perfectly pooled equilibrium agents equally ahare
the net of government consumption output of the two
countriea and no trading of unmatured continqent bond
occur. Also given the assumptions on the timing of payments
in the economy, the cash in advance constraints will all be
satiafied with equality and all money multipliers will be
positive.
COMPUTATION OF THE PROFITS FROM FORWARD SPECULATION
From the CIA conatrainta a solution for the purchasinq
power of the two monies is qiven by:
pit - ait~Mitfl i-1,2 (4.17)19
An expression for the nominal exchanqe rate can be found
using the solution for 6t from the FOC as:
St - atp2t~plt - a2tM1tt1U2t~~`1tM2tflUlt (4.18)
A solution for the two k-period (risk free) interest ratea
can be found using (4.12) and (4.13) and integratinq over
all possible v at each t to obtain, for all k:
exp(-rittl,k)-g1EtUittkaitfk(Mittktl)-1~Uitait(Mittl)-1
(4.19)
From ( 4.18) and ( 4.19) usinq covered interest parity (CIP)
relationship it is poasible to price the k-period forward
rate as:
Ft k-St~exp(r2tal,k-rlttl~k)-
Et U2ttka2ttk(M2ttkfl)-l~t Ulttkalttk(Mltfkfl)-1 (4.20)
Fínally, the k-period ahead conditional future spot rate
EtSttk is given from (4.18) by
EtSt~k-Et(a2ttk(M2ttktl)-lU2ttk~alttk(Mlttkfl)-lUlttk)
(4.21)
If we let the relevant time interval to be a week and let
k-13, annualized ex-ante profits from forward speculation
as a percentage of the spot rate are defined as PRt,13-400~




I first examine the conditiona required for (4.22) to be
different than zero. Conaider the case when all atochastic
processes are conditionally independent This is a
aimplification which doea not affetct the essence of the
conclusions.
Apart from the degenerate case when the conditional
mean of some proceas is identically equal to zero, profits
will be equal to zero only when the stochastic processea for
country 1 are constant. Risk neutrality is neither necessary
nor sufficient to make PRt,13 equal to zero. If the
distribution of ut is degenerate and aqents are risk
neutral, randomness in the money supplies or outputs can
prevent PRt,13 to be equal to zero. Conversely, if outputs
and money aupplies are constant, PRt,13 will be different
than zero even if agents are riak neutral if a preference
shock affects the marginal utility of cl. The inclusion of
nonlinearities in the atochastic proceas for the exogenous
variablea of the type introduced by Hodrick (1988) and Abel
(1988) creates a richer pattern of dynamics for PRt,13
without affecting the basic measage of the exercise.
In general, there is also no reason to expect PRt,13 to
be conatant over time, unless conditional and unconditional
means are equal. Einally, there is no reason to expect
PRt,13 to be of the same siqn over time. By Jensen"s
fnequality, the terms in braces will in general be poaitive,
but depending on the forn choaen for the marginal utility of
c2, the sign of the expression may well change over time.21
We are now in the position to address the question of
how seasonalities in PRt,13 could emerge. There are at least
three different reasons why seasonalities in ex-ante profits
may exiat. Seasonalities may be determined by a seasonal
conditional mean in one of the exogenous processes, by
seasonalitiea in the conditional covariance of any two
exogenous proceases impinqing on the economy of country 1;
or by a combinatíon of any of the above reasons. Conditional
variances could enter in the determination of PRt,13 as well
for some particular diatributions for the exogenous
variables 10. In this case seasonalities in the conditional
variance may induce seasonalities in RPt ~.
Therefore aeasonalities in the ex-ante profits from
forward speculatíon are consistent with optimizing agents
and with the absence of unexploited arbitrage opportunities.
Aa far as discerninq among all possible sourcea of
seasonality, there ia no reason to exclude any possible case
from the list of causes. Also, it is impossible check
empirically which variable may have induced the seasonal
pattern we observed in the data aince, except for data on
certain money suppliea, no data for the relevant variables
ia available at weekly frequency. The hope is that the
simulation exercises of next aection may provide an
indication of the moat líkely cause of seasonalities.22
5) SIMULATING THE MODEL
In this sectíon I employ an " estimation by simulation"
technique to quantitatively examine whether a version of the
model described in the previous section is able to generate
a time series for the ex-ante profits from forward
speculation which matches the propertiea of the actual time
series at seasonal frequenciea.
The estimation by simulation technique was introduced
by Ingram and Lee (1986) and it is similar in spirit to the
method of símulated moments of McFadden(1988) and Pakes and
Pollard (1986). Estimates are found by minimizing the
distance between the moments of the actual and the simulated
data, in a metric qiven by the covariance of the difference
of the actual and the simulated moments.
Let yj(B) j-1,...N, N-nT, be the aimulated time series
for the ex-ante profits from forward speculation generated
usíng (4.22). B is a rxl vector of unknown parameters which
includes all the free parameters of the model. Let xt be
the estimated time seriea for the ex-ante profits, t-1...T
and define the periodograme of yj(B) and xt by:
Ix(e) - 2~T Et ~ e-19t
xt ~' (5.1)
Iy,g(e) - 2~N Ej ~ e-i8j
yj(B)I' (5.2)
Let gt~B(e) -( le-iBt
xt~' - E15j5m
~e-iBj Yj(B)Iz ]
where 1- lf(t-1)n ;m-[nt] and [.] indicates the maximum
inteqer leas than or equal to nt. Define GT B(9) by:23
~,a(e) - 2rT Et 9t a(e) (5.3)
The criterion function I employ ia the following:
s2- IIQII-1 f ~r,e(a) wT(e) cr,B(e) de
n (5.4)
where S! - Uk Pk ; Ck -[ 2nk~T-c, 2nk~T}c 1, k-1,2....IT~21
and II.II indicates the number of periodogram ordinatea
contained in R. Estimates for the unknown a's are found by
minimizing (5.4), i.e by minimizing the averaqe diatance
at aeasonal frequencies between the periodogram of the
actual and the simulated data in the metric given by WT.
Following Hansen (1982, theorem 3.2) an optimal choice
for WT(9) ia given by:
WT(e) - [ (lflrn')s(e)']-1






where the last equality holds under the null hypotheaia that
the B are the correct ones . Substátuting (5.3) and (5.5)
into (5.4) estimates of a are found by minimizing:
S2- Ilnll-1 f Et gt,a(e)[(1}l~n')s(e)'1-1 Et gt a(e) de
Q
(s.~)
A firat order condition for the problem ( after some
algebraic manipulation) is:
rQ IIX(8) - Iy~B(e)1 WT(9)Fy(9)Ey-(-8) d9 - U
(5.8 d )24
where Fz(9) is the Fourier transform of z at frequency 9 and
y"- dy(B)~dB. The solution to (5.8) is an estimator which
weigha the difference in the periodogram of aimulated and
actual data by a linear combination of the Fourier tranform
of the convolution of y(B) and y"(A) and the variance of the
periodogram of actual data at seasonal frequenciea. Note
that (5.8) is an rxl vector of first order conditions, one
for each free parameter.
Under some regularity conditiona (which are provided in
appendix B) the solution to (5.8) produces consistent and
asymptotically normal estimators of the true parametera
(Ingram-Lee (1986)). Also, since for each 6 e 8 the
expresaion in (5.8) is a chi-square variate with 2 degrees
of freedom, an asymptotic goodness of fit teat is available
for the model as Qlr2 -(4~IIQII))1~2 - N(0,1) (see Hastinga
-Peakock (1985),p.50).
Since the estimation procedure increasingly complicates
with dimensionality of b, I adopt a simple specification for
the driving forces in (4.24). Let all the ahock be
conditionally independent and the utility function be
repreaented by the two-parameters family of functiona:
U(clt.c2t.ut) - íclt)1-ó~l-ó f(c2t)1-t~l-t (5.9)
Also, let the proportion of government conaumption in total
outputs be constant over time. Further let zlt '~ait ~ Mít~
be conditionally log normally distributed with mean vector
ut and variance diag(o~~t) where ut satisfies:25
ut - a(L) zlt-1 } (1-a(1)) zl~ (5.10)
where zl~ is the unconditional mean of the proceas and a(L)
is asaumed to have a block diagonal structure with entries
a~j(L) j-1,..4. Since the dimensionality of the parameter
space is atill very large I proceed as follows. From the
the money supplies data I eatimate a33(L), a44(L),
o~33t-o~33~ a~44t-a144 11. Further, I reatrict a priori alls
and a22s to be zero for all s except for s-1 (or s-4). With
these assumptions (4.25) reduces to:
RPt~k - C~expf(ó-1)~[all(L)~Lkl.~altt (1-T)~[a22(L)rLk]t~a2t
- [a44(L)n~Lk]t~M2t } [a33(L) rLklt~Mlt ]~
exp[0.5((1-T)'o'22t} 0'"44)]~[exp(0.5(02"33}(ó-1)'o'llt)]
- exp(-0.5(0'"33 i (ó-1)'o'llt)1 (5.11)
where C-I[2~(1-2i1)1-tl~[[2~(1-2i2)]ój; fi are the
proportions of government consumption in GNPs, "" indicates
estimated values and the sign [.]~ indicates the
annihilation operator. The free parameters in (5.10) are (d,
T~ alll~ a221~ a~llt~ o~22t~ { 1~ f2). I estimate the
constant ahare of government consumption in total output
from National Accounts Tables as the average over the sample
under consideration. Further I will assume that the
remaining conditional variances are constant and arbitrarily
set them equal to 0.4 12. Therefore, the minimization is
undertaken over 4 free parameters (ó,T, alll~ a221)-26
The table below provides the results obtained for the
S~DM and for the Yen~S market. I choose to match the
seasonal properties of theae two profit series on the
presumption that theae are the most important markets since
European currencies are linked to the DM through the EMS
and profíts in the S~canS market are small. As alternative,
one could match the averaqe ex-ante profits in the six
markets.
Several local minima were found and the criterion
function is very flat around the local minima. The criterion
function is relative insenaitive to small changes in the
autoregressive parameters, but it has relatively narrow
contoura in the (ó,t) dimensions. The minimum minimorum for
the two markets are:
-----------------------------------------------------
market alll a221 á T goodness of fit
aign. level
S~DM 1.035382 .9821020 .9077807 .8212576 .O1
Yen~S 1.014869 .9700879 .7343542 .8039577 .00
Few features deserve some comments. Firat, the values
for (á,c) are low when compared with the typical estimates
of riak adversion parametera needed to match other financial
data (aee Prescott-Merha(1985)) or similar data over a
different sample period (aee Mark (1985)). They imply that
aqenta have lesa than loqarithmic curvature in their
preferencea. Second, the atochastic procesaes for outputs in27
country 1 are nonstationary but cloae to random walke. Given
the constancy of the share of goverment conaumptions and the
almost loqaritmic specífication for the utility, this reault
implies that the marqinal utility of conaumption is
approximately a random walk as one would expect with weekly
data. Third, the goodnesa of fit test rejects the model at
5~ confidence in each of the two markets, but the rejections
are not extreme.
Several robustness testa have been carried out. For
example, I allowed in turn the AR representation of outputa
to be a purely seasonal process. Alternatively, I restricted
t to be equal to ó. Finally, I roughly tested for the
aensitivity of the estimates to chanqea in the asaummed
variance for the procesaes. In the firat case the fit
improvea (the significance levels of the goodnesa of fit
teat are .O1 and . 02 ) and the valuea of t and ó needed to
minimize the function slightly decrease.In the second case,
the common value for c and ó was between the two estimated
values of the table and required a eubstantial nonstationary
behaviour for the output of country 2 in both markets.In the
third case, increasing the variance of the procesaea cauaed
the values of t and ó to exceed 1, while the autoreqressive
parameters were always qreater than one.28
6) CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents evidence on the existence of
seasonalities in the ex-ante and ex-poat profits from
forward apeculation in exchange markets. Ex-ante profits are
constructed as a difference between the conditional mean of
the density of recursive forecasts of a linear VAR model
and the forward rate. Pictures of the weekly means and
frequency domain tests demonstate the existence and the
significance of seasonalities in all markets. The evidence
is ahown to be consistent with optimization and the absence
of inefficiencies. It is ahown that there are at least three
different aets of conditions have the ability to
qualitatively produce pattern of seasonalities as the one
observed in the actual data. A version of the model is
simulated and parameters estimated using an estimation by
aimulation technique. The reaults show that the model can
quantitatively generate seasonal patterns in ex-ante profits
which are close to obaerved pattern of aeasonalities with
reasonable parameter values.29
APPENDIX A
Thia appendix provides a detailed deacription of the
bootatrap alqorithm used to generate distribution of
forecasts for various exchange ratea.
Let the VAR model for each currency be:
Yt - EjajYt-j } c} t} et et ~( C,St) (A.1)
where Yt is a 3x1 vector, c a conatant and t a linear time
trend and a. is a 3x3 matrix for each j-1,...p. Let (A.1)
be estimat~d by any consistent method on the interval
[O,s]; estimates a"j(e), c"(s) derived and the reaidual
vector e't computed. Then at s, compute P[YA}k IIgI from
(A.1) where I8 is the information set available at a, qiven
the estimates obtained, update a" ( s), c"(s) and f2"(s) with
the Kalman filter formulas to ob~ain a-j(stl) c"(stl) and
f2"(atl), compute P[Yat1tklIs~l] and so on until the whole
sample is exhausted. Thia creates the firet aet of point
eatimate of P[Yt}kIItJ for all t e[s,T].
The bootstrap algorithm uaed to create independent
point eatimatea for P(YttklItJ amounts to the followinga :
I) From the vector e"t conatruct an estimate of the joint
density of the residuals on [O,s] as :
f' - mass(lr(atl)1 at e~o, e'1, e-2.......e"s
II) From P" draw a bootstrap data aet for t~` for each t c
[O,s] and construct a new eatimate for ~t ,t e [j,s] as:
Y~`t - Ij a'j(s)Yt-j t c(s) t t t e~t (A-2)
where e~t satisfiea E(e~tllt,o-l] - C'
E[e„ i e t IIt-1] -~ t and where a" (s) and c~s) ar~ the same parameter
estimates ob~ained from the original data up to a.
III) Repeat the eet~mation alg~rithm on [O,s] to get
new eatimatea a j(s) and c(s) for the true parametera
of the model.
IV) Compute P(YS~k~I ] fro~ (A.2) wi~h the eatimatea in
III), update aj~s), c(s) and S2 (s) uaing the
Kalman filter, tompute P[YstltklIafl] and update v
times until atvtk- T.
V) Independently repeat ateps II)-IV) m times.
After m timea, we will have m independent point
estimate of the atochaetic procesa xt-P[Yttg IIt] for each t.
We can conatruct histograma of xt at each t and numerically
evaluate the density function f(xt). The denaity of xt can
be conatructed uaing a window estimator of the ordered
statistica. Let xlt..-~xmt be a random sample of eize m for
fixed t and let z1t... z t be the ordered atatiatice of the
x"s. Let Bmt be the a-algé~ra generated by the x's. Then for30
any wt-w c R, let a(l,m,w) and a(2,m,w) be two random
aequencea, measurable for every m with respect to Bmt for fixed t and let
P[ lsa(2,m,w)-a(l,m,w)slcm , lsa(l,m,w)sa(2,m,w)skm ,
za(l.m,w)s w sza(2,m,w) 1- 1 (A.3)
for every m, where 3cm is sequence of poaitive numbera to be




and for w s za(l,m,w) or w? za(2,m,w)~ fm(w)-0
(A.4)
For the specific case under consideration I follow Rao
(1981, p.102-103) is choosing }cm to be a conatant aequence
of integers and define:
a(l,m,w) - max [Rm(w) - 0.5~km, 1]
a(2,m,w) - max [Rm(w) f 0.5~3cm, m]
Rn - m~Fm(w) (A.5)
and Fm(w) ia the empirical distribution function. With these
choicea fm(w) reducea to:
km
- ---------------------- '-0 5 fl
m[zjt0.5km~2 -zj-O.S~n~2]
)cmfj-1
J- - km , . .mt0.51cm.
fm(w) - ---------------------- j-1.... 0.51cm
m[zjt0.5km -zll
m-jt0.5km
- ---------------------- '- t1f0 5
m[zm - zj-0.5km1
J -m . 1[m , . . . m-1
if zj s w 5 zjtl and fm(w)- 0 otherwiae.
(A.6)
Note that k~ ia the amoothing aequence. For figurea 1-5 is aet to 1,independent of t, while in figure 6)cm ié
equal to 5.31
APPENDIX B
Inqram-Lee (1986) showed consistency and asymptotic
normality of simulation eatimators.Their assumptions and
their proofs are similar to Hansen's (1982). Here I report a
set of conditions for problem. under conaideration. Gallant
(1987) provídes a more general set of conditions and proofs.
For consiatency assume:
i) xt and y7 ~(B) are independent, stationary and ergodic
stochastic processes.
ii) (S,a) i a a compact aeparable metric apace S e Rr
and B~ e S.
iii) I A(9) is Borel measurable for each B e S and
co~tinuous for each yeR and 8 e[-n,n]. Ix(9) is
continuous for each x e R and 8 s[-n,n].
iv) IY B(9) is continuous in the mean, i.e
lim Ejsup [~Iy~B(B)-Iy B~(9)~: B,B~ e S, ~B-B~~~ó1-0
d-~ 0
v) EEg(gt B(9)) exists and it ia finite for all B e S and
E Eg (9t B~(e))-0
vi) WT(9) --~ W(9) a.s.
Then if Eegt,B(6) has a unique zero at B~ then B~, the
simulation estimator exists and is consistent.
For asymptotic normality asaume:
i)-iii)-vi) above
vii) S is an open subset of R containing B~.
viii) Z(8)-dIy p(9)~dB is Borel measurable for each BcS and
continuou9~for each A and 9 and continuous in the mean..
íx) EYe[Z(9)~B-B~] - B exists is finite and of full rank
x) EE g (gt B(6) g (9)"} exists-an0
l andsislalmartingale E14t (~)Igt-i~8~,i-1,2..}'
difference process with square summable residuals.
xi) B~ --~ B~ in probability
Then dT~(B~-B~) --~ N(0, (AB)-lASA"(AB)-1")
where A-B"W , S-covEe[Iy~B(B)-Ix(9)]32
FOOTNOTES
1 Survey data are not a very reliable source to tests for
efficiency becauae they are likely to report the mode or the
median inatead of conditional mean forecast. If the
distribution of the underlying variable is asymmetric the
median and the mode do not correspond to the conditional
expectation. The linera projection approximation is exact if
the variables in the informations set are jointly normal and
approximately correct if the variables in the information
set are asymptotically normal. On the other hand the
nonparameteric construction of conditional means is quite
complicated if the conditioning set is large.
2 One can ahow the direction of the bias introduced by
approximating Et[Stik~ It] with Et[Pt(Sttk~It)]~ By
Chung(1974,theorem 9.1.4,p.302)if G is a convex function on
R and x and G(x) are inteqrable then G(E(x;It)]5 E[G(x);It].
Since P is an integrable convex function, it follows that
P[Stfki~t] - Pt[Et(Sttkilt)iItl r5 EtIPt(St~}tilt)iIt}. Also
Et[SttkiIt]-Et[Pt(St,tkilt)iIt)td t~ttkf[{Pt(Sttkilt)}1de~ttk
where a~ttk - Sttk- Pt[Sttk~It]. Therefore
P[St~k~Itj S E[P(Sttk~It)~It] 5 E[Sttkiltl
with equality holding if St is a linear procesa of if
variables in It are jointly normal. In general one should
expect a downward bias in the measure of Set~k employed, but
also an improvement over single point forecasts.
3 It should be noted that this procedure do not generate a
bootatrap estimate for the forecasts. A true bootatrap
forecasts eatimate requires the application of the recuraive
bootstrap algorithm at each data point in the sample. This
procedure is straiqhtforward to implement but
computationally very expensive.
4 From these obaervations one can show that construction of
the density of the forecasts by direct Monte Carlo methods
assuming normal reaíduals would have provided poor estimates
of the location and apread parameters. Calzolari-Panattoni
(1988) argue that the mode of the density of forecasts
providea an appropriate measure of location in situations
where the denaity is multimodal, skewed and~or leptokurtic.
However, the mode is sensitive to the the smoothing
technique employed to compute the density and can changes
depending on the smoothing parameter choaen.
5 Thia test can detect both deterministic and stochastic
seasonals. Deterministic seasonals ahould be modelled as
harmonic aeries.33
6 Similar pictures for spot rates, forward rates, intereat
rates and ex-ante profits using the Yen or the DM as a unit
of account are available on request by the author.
~ The assumption that Goverments tax agents of both
countries is made for the sake of symmetry and it is
ineffectual for the results that follow. Agents pay taxea in
the asset market period because in this case no
precautionary money holding will exist and CIA are satiafied
with equality
a Alternatively, it is possible to assume that each
qovernment has an endownment of the currency of the other
country at time 0 and it ia allowed to inject currency of
the other country in the asset market period at t
conatrained only by amount of reserves available at each t.
Thia extension however does not produce any modification in
the reaults presented.
9 The results that follows are independent of the
standardization of the profit series by 400~st. However, the
division by St may introduce further patterns of seaeonality
in the data generated by the model.
10 For example, if ct ' Log N(~,o'), then E(et)-exp(kf.5o').
If et has an extreme value distribution with ( a,b) as
location and spread parameters, then Et(et)- b~t"(1)ta where
P"(1) is the derivative of a gamma distribution.
11 Since only weekly data for the money supply are available
only in the US, I constructed weekly estimates for the money
supply in the other two countriee by inputtinq monthly
values to each week of the month and then eatimatinq the
autoregreasive parametera imposing a smoothnesa prior. The
conditional variance of the weekly series was then computed
using the difference between the original and the predicted
values of the series.
12 Assuming conatant conditional variances may be a qroas
simplificatíon. Also fixing the variances at certain valuea
may strongly affect the fit of the model. Neverthelese thia
procedure provides a firmer discipline in chooaing the
remaining parameter values. A sensitivity analyais ie
conducted to check the effects of this asaumption on the
results.34
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463-474.TABLE 1: STATISTICS FOR THE PROFIT SERIES
US S AS UNIT OF ACCOUNT
EX-ANTE PROFITS (SINCLE MARKET ESTIMATES) ANNUALIZED
PERCENTAGES
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------
PROFIT MEAN SE MIN MAX SKEWNESS KURTHOSIS F.O.
SERIES TEST TEST CORR.
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------
S~DM -10.64 21.09 -67.82 77.87 .OS .00 .95
S~SF -4.28 24.26 -58.81 68.00 .54 .21 .96
S~FF -12.75 18.81 -70.07 30.81 .00 .31 .97
SrL -2.93 24.39 -50.81 97.06 .00 .00 .96
YEN~S 5.15 21.50 -56.24 82.97 .00 .00 .90
S~CANS -.58 4.88 -10.67 16.72 .00 .00 .BO
EX-POST PROFITS ANNUALIZED PERCENTAGES
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------
PROFIT MEAN SE MIN MAX SKEWNESS KURTHOSIS F.O.
SERIES TEST TEST CORR.
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------
S~DM -2.72 26.09 -59.32 62.19 .13 .00 .94
S~SF -3.58 28.83 - 68.03 78.14 . 00 .04 .94
S~FF -. 53 25.58 - 58.04 63.30 . 58 .00 .94
S~L .03 26.97 - 65.01 83.46 . 05 .31 .94
YEN~S . 88 27.39 - 64.44 60.05 . 25 .00 .95
S~CANS -. 51 8.15 -22.56 24.68 .O1 .17 .91
EX-ANTE PROFITS (MULTIMARKET ESTIMATES) ANNUALIZED
PERCENTAGES
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------
PROFIT MEAN SE MIN MAX SKEWNESS KURTHOSIS F.O
SERIES TEST TEST CORR.
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------
S~DM -11.48 27.31 -123.08 62.20 .05 .05 .96
S~SF 8.14 54.75 -118.51 276.3 .00 .00 .97
S~FF -12.01 34.15 -125.95 82.44 .04 .05 .96
S~L -1.43 29.9 -92.25 89.81 .00 .00 .96
YEN~S -6.44 29.5 -102.81 62.31 .00 .00 .97
S~CANS -1.49 7.86 -21.35 23.72 .00 .00 .94
Note: In the akewnesa and kurthosis column, siqnificance
levels are reported. The statistics compare the estimated
skewdneas and kurthoais to the ones of a normal distribution
usinq a two sided test. The last column reports first order
serial correlation coefficienta.TABLE 2: SEASONALITY TESTS (USS AS UNIT OF ACCOUNT)
EX-POST PROFITS
------------------------------------------------------------
RATE FREQUENCY ~ OF THE VARIANCE SIGNIFICANCE TOTAL~
-------------------------------------------------
S~DM .2307n 2.89 .097
.5000n 2.89 .096
.5384n 9.07 .000 48
S~SF . 2307n 3.06 .066
.SOOOn 3.26 .041
.5384n 11.06 .000
.6923n 3.82 .010 42
S~FF .0384n 2.89 .097
.4230n 2.91 .092
. 5384~rt 7 . 10 . 000
.6538n 3.03 .071
.8846n 3.32 .036 44
S~L .0384n 3.00 .075
.5384n 10.43 .000
.8076a 2.89 .096 39
YEN~S . 0768n 3.04 .069
.5384n 4.69 .000
.6923a 4.83 .000
.6461~rt 4.60 .001 41
CANS~S . 2307n 4.64 .001
.5000n 4.23 .003 30
EX-ANTE PROFITS
S~DM .5000n 3.33 .025
.5384n 4.27 .001
.9615~rt 2.96 .064 38
SrSF . 5000n 4.09 .003
.5384n 5.30 .000
.9615n 3.89 .005 37
S~FF . SOOOn 3.59 .012
.5384~r 3.37 .023
.9615n 2.90 .074 34
S~L .5384n 5.61 .000 40
YEN~S . 1153n 3.27 .030
.2692n 2.81 .090
.3461n 2.96 .063
.9230n 2.86 .081 38
CANS~S . 5000n 3.91 .005
.5769~rt 2.95 .065 35TABLE 3: SEASONALITY TESTS (DM AS UNIT OF ACCOUNT)
EX-POST PROFITS
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------
RATE FREQUENCY ~ OF THE VARIANCE SIGNIFICANCE TOTAL~
------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------
SW~DD .1153n 8.23 .000
.7694n 11.09 .000
.9616n 24.72 .000 53







L~DM .0381n 3.44 .019
.1153n 4.01 .003
.6336n 5.08 .000




























CAN~DM .0385n 3.26 .039
.0769n 3.28 .038
.1151n 3.13 .047
.1525n 3.09 .050 43
Note: Total refers to the total percentaqe seasonal
variability.TASLE 4: SEASONALITY TESTS (YEN AS UNIT OF ACCOUNT)
EX-POST PROFITS
----------------------------------------------------
RATE FREQUENCY ,~ OF THE VARIANCE SIGNIFICANCE TOTAL~
SW~7C .9615n 19.99 .000



























.9623n 3.16 .044 45~ 'DM MA12Kt~:'1'
OEN~[TT OF THE FORECF15T5
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